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Infinity- The Technology Society of Sri Guru Gobind Singh College of Commerce,

University of Delhi is a consortium of Tech Mavericks from all courses that aims

to ensure that the youth are given the expertise necessary to become skilled

and knowledgable about technology.

For the session 2022-23, Infinity organised the following –

Virtual Tour of the campus

We created a 360° virtual tour of the entire college campus with IQAC. Some of

the key attractions we explored included classrooms, computer labs, lecture

halls, amphitheatres, shooting ranges, gymnasiums, and conference rooms. We

received overwhelming feedback from the freshers and teachers.

Retro tech

In August, 2022, we commenced a new monthly series, focusing on current

tech titans and their histories. We have examined a number of tech

behemoths, including Apple, Google, Microsoft, and Amazon, and plan to

continue providing a closer look at these conglomerates through extensive

research.

Quiz on Apple

We organised an online quiz on Apple’s September event and their products on

our Instagram stories. The quiz attracted a lot of participants because it was

entertaining and participatory.

Sports tech

This year we have also worked on covering technology that is employed in our

favourite sports. As interest in the role of technology in contemporary sports

grew, we received great feedback for this series and we intend to keep

developing it. Tech facts Our coverage of tech news was featured on our social



media pages. We wanted to provide everyone with a new perspective and keep

them informed about the developments in our nation.

QTI-APA (In-person quiz)

This year we also organised QTI-APA, an entertaining quiz for college students.

In the amphitheatre, we conducted the two-round quiz. The top 3 competitors

received awards. Due to the candidates' engaged participation and the event's

extremely enthusiastic reception, it was a success.

Interactive Stall

We set up an interactive booth with entertaining games during the 2022 Diwali

Mela for everyone to enjoy. Students flocked to participate in big numbers, and

the winners were also given tech prizes.


